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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Information contained in the manual
The present manual describes the Leonardo Evolution
conditioning units. It supplies general information and safety
instructions, unit transportation and installation information,
as well as necessary information about how to use the units.
It is an integral part of the product.
The descriptions and illustrations in this manual are unbinding;
"Uniflair S.p.A." reserves the right to make any alterations it
sees fit in order to improve the product without having to update
this document.
The illustrations and images in this manual are examples
only and may differ from practical situations.

Symbols
The following graphic and linguistic symbols have been used
in this manual:

WARNING! This message may appear before
certain procedures.  Failure to observe this
message may cause damage to equipment.

WARNING! This message may appear before
certain procedures. Failure to observe this
message may cause injury to the operators and
damage the equipment.

Storage
The following conditions must be respected should the unit
require storing for a given period of time:
The packing must be kept intact.
The place of storage must be dry (<85% R.H.) and protected
against the sun (temperature <50°C).

Storage after use
The unit must be packaged when stored for a long time.

Disposal
The unit is mainly made of recyclable materials which should
be separated from the rest of the unit before it is disposed.
When disposing of the gas and oil inside the refrigerating
circuit, consult a specialist company.

SAFETY
General Instructions

WARNING!  Removal of, or tampering with, safety
devices is a violation of EUROPEAN SAFETY
STANDARDS.

WARNING!   During installation authorised
personnel must wear individual safety devices.

Uniflair S.p.A will only consider itself responsible for the safety,
reliability and performance of the machine if:
•   repair work has only been carried out by authorised
personnel;
•   the electric installation conforms to the standards currently
in force;
•   the devices are used in conformity with the relative
instructions.
Carefully read this instruction manual before carrying out any
kind of use or maintenance work on the units.
Installation, maintenance and use must be carried out
respecting all of the work safety standards.

The operator responsible for the above mentioned services
must be suitably specialised and possess expert knowledge
of the devices.
Uniflair S.p.A refuses all responsibility for damage to people
or objects due to the inobservance of the safety standards.

Warning for lifting and transportation
Lifting and transportation of the units must be carried out by
specialised personnel as described in the relative paragraphs.
The load must always be solidly anchored to the bearing
element of the lifting equipment and means of transport. No-
one must remain near the suspended load, nor in the working
area of the crane, forklift truck or any other lifting equipment
or means of transport.  Adopt all of the cautions provided by
the relevant safety standards, in order to prevent any possible
damage to people or objects.

Warnings for installation
Any type of work on the electrical installation must only be
carried out by specialised technicians who are experts in
this field.
Specialised technical personnel must use appropriate
equipment when checking the grounding of devices.
Installation may only take place in locations where there is
NO public access.

Intended use
Leonardo Evolution air conditioning units have been designed
and produced to carry out air conditioning, within the limits
and methods described in the present manual. The air
conditioners must be used exclusively in internal
environments.
No modifications may be made to the units or their parts
without explicit written consent from Uniflair S.p.A.

Warnings for use
Only use the machinery for the purpose for which it was
designed and manufactured.

Environmental limits for use
The environmental conditions for the use of Leonardo air
conditioners are fall within the following values:

• Tmin=18°C • Tmax=30°C
• %rHmin=30% • %rHmax=70%

Safety during maintenance work
All repair work must be carried out by professionally qualified
personnel authorised by Uniflair S.p.A.
Unplug the machine form the power supply before starting
any maintenance work.
While drawing up this manual, we have considered all of the
operations which are part of normal maintenance operations.

N.B. Do not carry out any work which has not been specified
in this manual.
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AIR FLOW
In the LEONARDO EVOLUTION conditioners, the air can flow upwards or downwards (UPFLOW / DOWNFLOW).

UPFLOW
Upflow units (with upwards air discharge) are designed to distribute the air through a system of ducts or by means of a false
ceiling. Air intake is usually through the front of the unit, but versions are also available with air intake through the rear or the
base of the unit.

INTRODUCTION

Presentation of the system
The Leonardo Evolution™ precision air conditioners are designed for environments which are characterised by the presence
of highly technologically advanced equipment: telecomms and internet centres, data processing rooms and any type of
environment which is characterized by high concentrations of power.

The Leonardo Evolution series consists of 4 types of conditioners:
•  Direct expansion
•  Chilled water
•  Energy Saving
•  Twin-Cool

DOWNFLOW
Downflow units (with downwards air discharge) handle large volumes of air which are distributed uniformly into the environment
by means of a void under a raised access floor. The air enters the unit directly from the environment, or through a ventilated
or false ceiling.
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Identifying prefix of the Leonardo family

Air discharge

U = Upflow (upwards discharge)
D = Downflow (downwards discharge)

Operating typology

C = Chilled water units
A = Air cooled direct expansion units
W = Water cooled direct expansion units
T = Air cooled twin cool units
D = Water cooled twin cool units
E = Energy saving units

Fan typology

V = Radial Electronically Commutated fans
R = Radial fans

MODELS
The code which distinguishes the models is composed of 4 characters:

IDENTIFICATON PLATE
The units can be identified by the identification plate which is placed in the electrical panel of the machine. The model and
any eventual accessories which are installed are indicated by an "X" in the corresponding box
The plate carries the following data:
• Model and series number of the machine.
• Type of power supply.
• Power absorbed by the unit and the single components.
• Current absorbed by the unit and the single components.
• The set points of the cooling circuit pressostatic valve and safety valve.
• Type of refrigerant.
• Loading or pre-loading of each cooling circuit.

Mod.         TDAV1422A(H)    TDEV1422A(H) SERIAL No.

                 TUAV1422A(H)    TUEV1422A(H)

                 TDWV1422A(H)    TDDV1422A(H)         TDTV1422A(H)

                 TUWV1422A(H)    TUDV1422A(H)         TUTV1422A(H)

TENS. 400V/3Ph+N/50Hz AUX. 24 VOLT

NO. TENS. OA (/1) FLA (/1) LRA (/1) KW TOT

COMPRESSOR 2 400/3 11,0 14,0 98 11,7

FAN 2 400/3 4,3 5,0 0 5,3

HUMIDIFIER 1 400/3 9,1 0,0 0 6,29

     HEATERS STD. 3 400/3 7,2 0,0 0 15

     ENHANCED HEAT. 3 400/3 8,7 0,0 0 18

     UNIT (STD. HEATERS) (*) 30,6 17,00
     UNIT (ENHANCED HEATERS) (*) 45,6 29,15
     UNIT (STD. HEATERS+CAL max) (*) 41,3+10,5x1Ph 28,49
     UNIT (ENH. HEATERS+CAL max) (*) 45,6+10,5x1Ph 31,49
Icu=15kA (CEI EN 60947-2) / (*) in operating conditions at 400V

TSR STOP: 320 °C MAN. RESET

AP1-2 STOP: 26,5 bar MAN. RESET

SAFETY VALVE OPENS AT: 29 bar

CHARGE:        R407C kg/circ.       R22 kg/circ.

PRECHARGE:        DRY NITROGEN N2

FAC-
SIMI

LE

Indicative cooling capacity

Number of compressors installed

Number of cooling circuits

Power supply voltage

A = 400 V / 3Ph (+N) / 50 Hz
B = 230 V / 1 Ph / 50 Hz
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SYMBOLS APPLIED TO THE MACHINES

LOBMYS GNINAEM

egatlovhgiH

segdeprahS

strapgnivoM

LOBMYS GNINAEM

erachtiweldnah:ELIGARF

yrdaniderotsebtsumtinudegakcapeht:SNOITIDNOCPMADNIEROTSTONOD
ecalp

tinudegakcapehtfoytivargfoertnecehtswohs:YTIVARGFOERTNEC

secruostaehmorfyawaderotsebtsumtinueht:TAEHMORFYAWAPEEK

tinudegakcapehtfonoitisoptcerrocehtsetacidni:PUEDISSIHT

ehtnihtiwecalpaniderotsebtsumtinudegakcapeht:STIMILERUTAREPMET
stimilerutarepmetdetacidni

skoohgnisustinudegakcapehttfiltonod:SKOOHESUTONOD

dekcatsebtontsumstinudegakcapeht:KCATSTONOD

SYMBOLS APPLIED TO THE PACKAGES
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LEONARDO EVOLUTION - DIRECT EXPANSION
Technical characteristics
AIR COOLED DIRECT EXPANSION UNITS WITH BACKWARD CURVED BLADE FANS

RAUT-RADTledoM A115 A116 A127 A227 A129 A229 A1201 A2201
thgieH mm 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691

htdiW mm 0101 0101 0131 0131 0131 0131 0131 0131
htpeD mm 057 057 568 568 568 568 568 568

thgieW gk 082 013 034 744 034 744 034 744
wolfriA m3 h/ 0475 0475 0818 0818 0818 0818 0818 0818

erusserpcitatslanretxE aP 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02
)*(yticapacgnilooclatoT Wk 5,91 9,22 0,62 0,62 8,13 8,13 4,53 3,53

)*(yticapacgniloocelbisneS Wk 5,91 5,12 0,62 0,62 2,03 4,03 0,23 2,23
stiucrictnaregirferforebmuN 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2

srosserpmocforebmuN 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
egatlovylppusrewoP V zH05/N+hp3/V004

RAUT-RADTledoM A1211 A2211 A1231 A2231 A2241 A2261 A2281
thgieH mm 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691

htdiW mm 1271 1271 1271 1271 2712 2712 2712
htpeD mm 568 568 568 568 568 568 568

thgieW gk 845 955 575 585 896 417 417
wolfriA m3 h/ 01711 01711 01711 01711 00651 00651 00651

erusserpcitatslanretxE aP 02 02 02 02 02 02 02
)*(yticapacgnilooclatoT Wk 7,83 7,83 4,24 4,24 6,15 8,85 8,56

)*(yticapacgniloocelbisneS Wk 7,83 7,83 4,24 4,24 6,15 6,75 5,06
stiucrictnaregirferforebmuN 1 2 1 2 2 2 2

srosserpmocforebmuN 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
egatlovylppusrewoP V zH05/N+hp3/V004

VAUT-VADTledoM 127 227 129 229 1201 2201 1211
thgieH mm 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691

htdiW mm 0131 0131 0131 0131 0131 0131 0271
htpeD mm 568 568 568 568 568 568 568

thgieW gk 034 744 034 744 034 744 845
wolfriA m3 h/ 0228 0228 0228 0228 0228 0228 02321

erusserpcitatslanretxE aP 02 02 02 02 02 02 02
)*(yticapacgnilooclatoT Wk 0,62 0,62 8,13 8,13 3,53 3,53 0,93

)*(yticapacgniloocelbisneS Wk 0,62 0,62 3,03 3,03 1,23 1,23 0,93
stiucrictnaregirferforebmuN 1 2 1 2 1 2 1

srosserpmocforebmuN 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
egatlovylppusrewoP V zH05/N+hp3/V004

(*) Based on 24°C@50% air temperature, ESP=20Pa, condensing temperature = 48°C dew point with R407C

AIR COOLED DIRECT EXPANSION UNITS WITH EC BACKWARD CURVED BLADE FANS

VAUT-VADTledoM 2211 1231 2231 2241 2261 2281
thgieH mm 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691

htdiW mm 0271 0271 0271 1712 1712 1712
htpeD mm 568 568 568 568 568 568

thgieW gk 955 575 585 896 417 417
wolfriA m3 h/ 02321 02321 02321 03061 03061 03061

erusserpcitatslanretxE aP 02 02 02 02 02 02
)*(yticapacgnilooclatoT Wk 0,93 8,24 8,24 8,15 9,85 9,56

)*(yticapacgniloocelbisneS Wk 0,93 8,24 8,24 8,15 4,85 3,16
stiucrictnaregirferforebmuN 2 1 2 2 2 2

srosserpmocforebmuN 2 2 2 2 2 2
egatlovylppusrewoP V zH05/N+hp3/V004

(*) Based on 24°C@50% air temperature, ESP=20Pa, condensing temperature = 48°C dew point with R407C
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AIR COOLED DIRECT EXPANSION UNITS  (DXA)
The air cooled DX units extract heat from the room and transfer it to
the outside using air cooled refrigerant heat exchangers (condensers).
The room unit and external condenser form an autonomous sealed circuit
once installed. The UNIFLAIR remote condensers used with LEONARDO
units include a precise electronic system to regulate the fan speed to
ensure trouble-free operation throughout the year under a wide range of
external air temperatures.  Special attention has been paid to the acoustic
design of the condensers to minimise noise levels.  A wide range of
combinations is available to meet different site requirements.

WATER COOLED DIRECT EXPANSION UNITS  (DXW)
In the DX water cooled units, the heat extracted from the room is
transferred to water via a stainless steel brazed plate exchanger within
the unit.
The cooling water may be fed from the mains supply, a cooling tower or
a well (open circuit), or recycled in a closed loop cooled by external
coolers.
In the latter case, an anti-freeze mixture of water and ethylene glycol is
normally used.
The water cooled units have the advantage that the refrigerant circuits
are charged and sealed in the factory. This makes installation extremely
simple, eliminating the need for any site-installed refrigerant pipework.

(*) Based on 24°C@50% air temperature, ESP=20Pa, condensing temperature = 48°C dew point with R407C

CHILLED WATER DIRECT EXPANSION UNITS WITH BACKWARD CURVED BLADE FANS
RWUT-RWDTledoM 116 129 1231 2261 2281

thgieH mm 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691
htdiW mm 0101 0131 0271 1712 1712
htpeD mm 057 568 568 568 568

thgieW gk 013 034 575 417 417
wolfriA m3 h/ 0475 0818 01711 00651 00651

erusserpcitatslanretxE aP 02 02 02 02 02
)*(yticapacgnilooclatoT Wk 9,22 3,03 7,14 8,85 2,56

)*(yticapacgniloocelbisneS Wk 5,12 6,92 7,14 6,75 3,06
stiucrictnaregirferforebmuN 1 1 1 2 2

srosserpmocforebmuN 1 2 2 2 2
egatlovylppusrewoP V zH05/N+hp3/V004

(*) Based on 24°C@50% air temperature, ESP=20Pa, condensing temperature = 48°C dew point with R407C

CHILLED WATER DIRECT EXPANSION UNITS WITH EC BACKWARD CURVED BLADE FANS

VWUT-VWDTledoM 129 1231 2261 2281
thgieH mm 0691 0691 0691 0691

htdiW mm 0131 0271 1712 1712
htpeD mm 568 568 568 568

thgieW gk 034 575 417 417
wolfriA m3 h/ 0228 02321 03061 03061

erusserpcitatslanretxE aP 02 02 02 02
)*(yticapacgnilooclatoT Wk 3,03 0,24 9,85 5,56

)*(yticapacgniloocelbisneS Wk 7,92 0,24 4,85 1,16
stiucrictnaregirferforebmuN 1 1 2 2

srosserpmocforebmuN 2 2 2 2
egatlovylppusrewoP V zH05/N+hp3/V004

Operating description
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Name and description of the principle components

A

D

B

C

E

F

G

Description of the components
A - User terminal
Allows the unit to be turned on or off and the configuration
and visualization of the condition of the machine.
• A1 LCD Display
• A2 ALARM key: visualization and reset of alarms;

 when the alarm is activated, it flashes red.
• A3  PRG key: access to the configuration menu
• A4  ESC key : exit from the screens
• A5  UP key : scroll through the menu
• A6  ENTER key : confirm
• A7  DOWN key: scroll through the menu

A  User terminal
B  Electrical panel door
C  Cover panels
D  Electrical panel
E  Filters
F  Fans
G Cooling circuit
H  Brazed plate heat exchanger
(present in chilled water
models)

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A1

B - Electrical panel door
Allows access to the electrical panel of the machine.

H
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G - Cooling circuit
• G1 Compressor
• G2 High pressure switch
• G3 Schrader Valve
• G4 Safety Valve
• G5 Shut -off valve
• G6 Circuit Exit
• G7 Circuit entrance
• G8 Liquid receiver
• G9 Dehydration filter
• G10 Flow sight glass
• G11 Electronic thermostatic valve

G1

G2

G3

G4 G5

G6 G7G8

G10

G11

G9

• G12 Evaporating coil

C - Cover panels
Allow access to the internal components of the machine.

E - Filters
Filter the air released into the environment

D5

D1

D2

D3

D6

D7A

D4

F - Fans
Allow the diffusion of air into the room
• F1 ATR Transformer:  allows the setting of the fan rotation

speed

D - Electrical panel
• D1    Magnetothermic

- auxiliary
- heater (optional)
- humidifier (optional)
- fans
- compressors

• D2 Interface board
• D3 Dirty filter sensor
• D4 Air flow sensor
• D5 Main switch
• D6 Terminal board
• D7A Input/output electrical supply cables
• D7B Input/output electrical auxiliary cables
• D7C Input/output  condensing unit supply
• (optional) - Only on units with air cooling
• D7D Entrance/exit signal cables (RS485 and/or LAN)
• D8 Phase sequence relay

FE

D8

F1

G12

D7BD7C

D7D
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H - Brazed plate heat exchanger (present on water cooled
units)

• H1 Input/output hydraulic circuit

H H1
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Checks to be made on delivery
WARNING! Dispose of the packaging in
appropriate collection points.

The Leonardo Evolution units are packaged in wooden crates
or anchored to a pallet and covered in cardboard.
Check that the delivery is complete and inform the carrier of
any damage to the unit which may be attributed too careless
or inappropriate transportation.  In particular, check any
eventual damage to the panel in which the user terminal is
mounted.
Lifting and moving the unit must be carried out by a
mechanical lifter.
The following must be contained within the packaging:
• The Leonardo Evolution unit;
• Leonardo Use and Installation Manual;
• Leonardo unit electrical diagrams;
• Leonardo unit cooling circuit diagrams;
• Leonardo unit installation diagrams;
• List of spare parts;
• CE declaration with a list of the European standards to

which the machine must conform;
• guarantee conditions

Unloading the unit
To unload the unit from the pallet, carry out the following pro-
cedure:
• move the pallet as near as possible to where the unit is

to be installed;
• not tilt or turn the unit upsidedown;
• use a ramp to avoid any damage to the unit during

unloading;

• remove the blocking screws which fix the unit to the
pallet;

• carefully push the unit along the ramp until it reaches
the floor.
 

 

 

 

 

Characteristics of the installation area
WARNING!  The unit must be installed internally
and protected from adverse conditions.

The unit is predisposed for installation on raised access flooring
using mounting frames or appropriate floor stands supplied
on request from Uniflair. However, the upflow units (upwards
air flow) with air intake through the rear or front can also be
installed on floors which are not raised.
The area of installation must have the following characteristics:
• to facilitate maintenance, leave a clearance (distance

D) of at least 700mm free in front of the unit. Check that
the air intake and discharge connections are not blocked
in any way, not even partially;

• a horizontal and even floor;
• the electrical energy distribution system has been

produced in respect of CEI standards, suitable for the
characteristics of the unit;

• a cold water distribution implant  (if a humidifier is to be
installed);

• implant for connection to the condensing unit;
• external air outlet (if a fresh air intake is to be installed);
• if or the refrigerating gas drain see paragraph "Connection

to gas drain";
• drainage system.

WARNING! The preparation of the installation
area must be carried out as indicated in the
installation drawing attached to the machine
documentation.

Positioning of the unit
WARNING! If the surface where the unit is placed
is not even and horizontal, there is a risk of an
overflow from the condensation tray. A
maximumheight difference of 5mm between the
ends of the unit is allowed.

Installation on raised access flooring
Installation on raised access flooring occurs by means of a
mounting frame. The frame enables the installation of the
unit before the raised floor is installed, increased absorption
of noise and vibrations and the facilitation of connecting ipes
and cables.
The upflow models (upwards air flow) with rear or frontal air
intake may be installed without using the mounting frame.

 

 

 

 

D 
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Installation of the mounting frame
To install the unit on raised flooring using the mounting fra-
me, carry out the following procedures:
• a flexible seal at least 5 mm thick should be fitted

between the raised floor panels and the mounting frame
which should also be isolated from the metallic floor
structure;

• position the unit of the mounting frame and fix it using
the M8 screw inserts found on the base of the unit.

Installation on flooring which is not raised
Installation on flooring which is not raised can occur without
using bases, but only on upflow models
(upwards air flow) with rear or frontal air intake. Installation on
this type of floor does not require any additional operation
besides that of normal positioning.
Installation of the floor stand
To install the unit on the floor stand, carry out the following
procedures:
• position the unit on the floor stand;
• fix the unit to the floor stand using the M8 screw inserts

found on the base of the unit.

   

 

basamento 
condizionatore

zoccolo 
unità 

Door opening and removal of the panels

Door opening
To open the door of the unit, carry out the following procedu-
re:
• push the button and pull the handle lightly outwards;
• turn the handle downwards until the door opens.

Removal of the front and side panels
To remove the front and side panels, carry out the following
procedure:
• firmly hold the panel;
• lift and incline the panel outwards until it is completely

removed.

 

Q.E.

 NOTE: After having removed the side panels, the non-
removable protective panel, blocks accessibility to the inside
of the machine.
Removal of the rear panels
To remove the rear panels, carry out the following procedure:
• unscrew, using a star screwdriver, the screws which fix

the panel at the top of the machine;
• firmly hold the panel;
• lift and incline the panel outwards until it is completely

removed.

Fixing screws

 

 

Flexible seal Flexible seal 

Mounting
frame

Raised
floor 

Air conditioning unit  

 

Base of unit

Floor stand
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Electrical connections
WARNING!  Electrical connection of the machine
to the power supply must ONLY be carried out
by a qualified electrician.

WARNING!  Electrical lines must be established
in full respect of CEI standards.

WARNING!   Before establishing the electrical
connection, make sure that the power supply is
off.  Also ensure that it is not possible to
reconnect the power during the operation.

WARNING! The power supply voltage must be ±
10%

To carry out the electrical connections of the machine to the
power supply, carry out the following procedures:
• use suitable equipment to check the efficiency of the

grounding system;
• check that the voltage and network frequency correspond

to those of the machine (see identification label);

• pass the cables inside using the power supply cable inlet
D7A  which connects to the main switch D5;

D5

• refer to the wiring diagram and connect the cable to the
main switch D5.

• open the door of the electrical panel;
• remove the plastic screen of the electrical panel using a

star screwdriver;

Internal protection panels
The technical compartment, the electric heaters and the
autotransformer fans are protected by internal protection
panels for safety reasons and to allow the opening of the
external panels without triggering the unit's safety alarms. In
the figures below, the different types of internal protection
panels are shown on various types of machines.

Before removing the internal protection panels,
disconnect the power supply by turning the main isolating
switch D5 to position "O", then wait until the fans stop and
the electrical heaters cool down.

D7A

D7B

POWER SUPPLY CABLE
(at customers at care)

POWER SUPPLY CABLE
(at customers at care)
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Connection to the drains
The condensed water drains from the tray through a siphoned
flexible tube fitted in the unit.
If the conditioner is fitted with a humidifier, the condensate
drain tray and the humidifier drain connection must be
connected to the drains of the building.
Direct connection to the drains of the building
Connect the drainage tube of the unit to the drains of the
building using a rubber or plastic tube with an internal diameter
of 25 mm.
The external drainage tube must be siphoned in order to avoid
unpleasant odours. Maintain a minimum slope of 1%
downstream of the siphon.

Once the connections have been made, pour water into the
condensate drain until the siphon inside the unit is full.

The external drainage tube must be siphoned to avoid
unpleasant odours and an overflow of the water from the tray
of the humidifier.  Maintain a minimum slope of 1% downstream
of the siphon.

Once the connections have been made, pour water into the
condensate collection tray of the Leonardo unit and in the
condensate collection tray of the humidifier until both siphons
are full.

Connection to the gas drain
The cooling circuit is equipped with a safety valve for the
discharge of the refrigerant gas.
The intervention of the valve pressurises the discharge of the
refrigerant fluid, possibly also to high temperatures; in the
case of installation in a closed environment, where there is
the risk of causing damage to people nearby, a conveying
tube must be used from the discharge to outside the room;
this must be done in such a way that the operation of the
valve is not affected: it must not create a full flow, a counter-
pressure higher than 10% of the pressure of the calibration.
Where it is not possible to install a conveying tube it is good
practice to create adequate aeration of the environment, and
indicate, through specific signs, the presence of the drain.
Also check that the discharge of the valve does not take
place behind the electrical boards or electrical equipment.

U7

U4

SAFETY VALVE
OUTLET

Connection to the humidifier (optional) and to the drains
of the building

WARNING!  The water discharged from the
humidifier is at a very high temperature. The
drainage tube has to withstand high
temperatures (at least 100°C) and must be kept
away from electrical cables.

Connect the drainage tube of the unit to the collection tray
(U4) of the humidifier.
Connect the drainage tube of the humidifier (U7) to the drains
of the building using a rubber or plastic tube, which is resistant
to high temperatures (minimum 100 °C) with an internal
diameter of 22 mm.

To connect the auxiliary connections to the terminal board,
carry out the following procedures:
• pass the cables through the power supply cable inlet

D7B;

D5

D7A

D7B

• refer to the wiring diagram and carry out the connection
to the terminal board.

DIGITAL CONFIGURABLE INPUTS

Terminal board 51-20
- User
- ON - OFF Remote
- Flooding sensor (SAS)
Terminal board 52-20
- User
- ON-OFF Remote
- Fire-smoke (SFF)
Terminal board 50-20
- User
- ON-OFF Remote
- Tools (ATA-BTA-AUA-BUA)

2
0

2
0

2
0

2
0

5
0

5
1

5
2

Drain

%
Siphon

Minimum slope

Drain

%
Siphon

Minimum slope
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Refrigerant connections on air cooled units
Installation guide

WARNING! The pipes must always be protected from the sun.

C

1/100

B

A

C

1/100

A

MAX.

5 m

B

A

1/100 B

MAX.

5 m MAX.

15 m

C

Choosing the diameter of the discharge tube
The discharge line must be sized in such a way that it guarantees the flow of oil, in particular when operating at partial load,
avoiding the return of the condensate refrigerant to the head of the compressor and prevent excessive vibration and noise
due to the pulsations of hot gas, vibrations of the compressor, or both.
Even if it would be preferable to have low losses of the load along the line, an oversized discharge line is necessary to
reduce the speed of the refrigerant so that it does not provoke a reduction in its speed and therefore reduce the flow of oil.
Moreover, when the machine uses more compressors for the cooling circuit, the discharge line must transport the oil at all
operating levels.
The minimum diameters needed to guarantee the flow of oil can be found in Graphics 1 -2 for the horizontal and vertical lines
respectively.
In the installation of machines which have more compressors per circuit, the vertical discharge line, sized in order to
guarantee the flow of oil at minimum load, may cause excessive loss of load when operating at its maximum level; in this
case it is possible to use pipes with a larger diameter together with an oil separator.
The loss of load along the discharge line causes an increase in the condensing temperature and therefore a decrease in the
cooling capacity of the conditioner. Please note that each percentage point of decrease in the cooling capacity corresponds
to a decrease of 1°C of the maximum operating temperature. Normally the systems are sized in such a way that the loss
of load from the discharge line does not cause a decrease in the efficiency of the machine of more than -3%.
The responsibility of establishing the refrigerant line between the condensing unit and the external unit lies
with the installer.
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Graphic 1
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Tubazioni di mandata - linea orizzontale Grafic

DP/L :Perdita di carico per metro calcolata per R407C  (Temperatura di condensazione 50°C dew point) 

Tubazioni di mandata - linea verticale Grafic

Discharge tube - horizontal line (External diameter)

Discharge tube - vertical line (External diameter)

Cooling capacity / circuit [KW]
DP/L :Load loss per meter calculated by R407C    (Condensing temperature 50°C dew point)

Graphic 2
Cooling capacity / circuit [KW]
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Graphic 3

EXAMPLE - Choosing the diameter of the discharge tube
Conditioner selected: TDAR0721A
Cooling capacity per circuit: 24 Kw
Discharge line: vertical
Equivalent length of the line: 20 m
1) Graphic 2:
Operating at 100% (2 compressors - cooling capacity per
circuit = 24KW):
possible diameters:
20mm   DP/L= 1,8 Kpa/m
18mm   DP/L= 3,0 Kpa/m
16mm   DP/L= 6,0 Kpa/m

14mm   DP/L= 11,5 Kpa/m
Operating at 50% (1 compressor - cooling capacity per
circuit = 12 KW): possible diameters:
16mm   DP/L= 1,7 Kpa/m
14mm   DP/L= 3,4 Kpa/m
2) Graphic 3:
Operating at 100% (2 compressors)
Diameter 16mm 6,0 Kpa/m Allowed Diameter 14mm
11,5 Kpa/m   Not allowed
The advised diameter is 16 mm

Cooling capacity for circuit 
at 50% 

Cooling capacity for circuit  
at 100% 

Equivalent length 

No 

Graphic 3 

Line sizing

Type of line 

Graphic 2
 

Vertical line 

Graphic 1
 

Horizontal line 

Cooling capacity for circuit  
at 100% 

DP/L (100%) 
Diameters allowed 

Tandem unit 

 
Diameters allowed

Diameter not allowed Ideal diameter Diameter allowed but not advised 

Allowed 

Ideal 

Not allowed

Yes 

0,0 5,0 10,0 15,0 20,0 25,0 30,0 35,0 40,0

Lunghezza Equivalente [m]

DP/L=3

DP/L=1

DP/L=2

DP/L=4

DP/L=5

DP/L=6

DP/L=7

DP/L=8

DP/L=10DP/L=12DP/L=14,53 -Non consentito

1 -Ideale

2 -Consentito

Not allowed

Allowed

Ideal

Equivalent lenght
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Installation
WARNING!  The laying of the lines and the
refrigerant connections must be carried out by
a qualified refrigerant circuit technician.

The refrigeration circuit must be connected to the condensing
unit with copper pipes.
The diameter of the pipes must be chosen according to the
length of the refrigerant line itself (preferably less than 30 m)
therefore it is possible that the internal diameter of the rotalock
valves supplied by Uniflair will not coincide with the diameter
of the pipes. To connect the refrigeration circuit to the
condensing unit, carry out the following procedure:
• check that the diameter of the rotalock valves coincides

with the diameter of the connecting pipe;

INLET

OUTLET

ROTALOCK VALVES

• weld the rotalock valve to the inlet and outlet pipes of the
condensing unit;

• using the teflon gaskets screw the rotalock valves to the
inlet and outlet pipes of the refrigeration circuit of the
conditioner.
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Evacuation of the refrigeration circuit and charging of refrigerant
WARNING!  The charging and maintenance of the refrigeration circuit must only be carried out by a
qualified hydraulic technician.

The refrigeration circuit is pre-charged with nitrogen.
To load the refrigerant, carry out the following procedure:

R22
• open any shut-off valves present in the machine to ensure

that all of the components will be evacuated;
• connect a pump to empty the schrader connections

efficiently, or to the 1/4" SAE connections present on
the intake and delivery sides of the compressors;

• connect the refrigerant cylinder to the loading
connections;

• create a vacuum within the lines while maintaining the
pressure below 100 Pa absolute (0,7 mm Hg) for a long
time in order to evacuate the air as well as any traces of
humidity. It is preferable that the vacuum is reached
slowly and maintained for a long period of time;

• wait for a build up period of 100 seconds and check that
the pressure has not exceeded 200 Pa absolute.
Generally, in the case of suspicion of strong hydration of
the circuit or an extremely extensive system, it will be
necessary to break the vacuum with anhydrous nitrogen
and then repeat the evacuation procedure as described;

• break the vacuum by performing a preload from the R22
coolant cylinder;

• after having started the compressor, slowly complete the
loading phase until the pressure within the lines has been
stabilised and the gaseous bubbles have disappeared
from the flow sight glass;

• the loading process must be controlled in environmental
conditions with a delivery pressure of approximately 18
bar (equivalent to a saturated temperature of 48 °C); in
the case of units with ON/OFF condensation controls,
avoid switching the condenser fan on and off, which may
partially obstruct the intake surface. It is wise to check
that the sub-cooling of the liquid at the entry of the
thermostatic valve is between 3 and 5 °C below the
condensation temperature read on the scale of the
pressure gauge and that the overheating of the vapour at
the exit of the evaporator is equal to 5-8 °C.

R407C
• open any shut-off valves present in the machine to ensure

that all of the components will be evacuated;
• connect a pump to empty the schrader connections

efficiently, or to the 1/4" SAE connections present on
the intake and delivery sides of the compressors;

• connect the refrigerant cylinder to the loading
connections;

• create a vacuum within the lines whilst maintaining the
pressure below 10 Pa absolute (0,07 mm Hg) for a long
time in order to evacuate the air as well as any trace of
humidity. It is preferable that the vacuum is reached
slowly and maintained for a long period of time;

• wait for a build up period of 100 seconds and check that
the pressure has not exceeded 200 Pa absolute.
Generally, in the case of suspicion of strong hydration of
the circuit or an extremely extensive system, it will be
necessary to break the vacuum with anhydrous nitrogen
and then repeat the evacuation procedure as described;

• break the vacuum by performing a preload in liquid phase
from the R407C coolant cylinder;

• after having started the compressor, slowly complete the
loading phase until the pressure within the lines has been
stabilised and the gaseous bubbles have disappeared
from the flow sight glass;

• the loading process must be controlled in environmental
      conditions with a delivery pressure of approximately 18

bar (equivalent to a dew temperature of 48 °C and a bubble
temperature of 43 °C); in the case of units with ON/OFF
condensation controls, avoid switching the condenser
fan on and off, which may partially obstruct the intake
surface. It is wise to check that the sub-cooling of the
liquid at the entry of the thermostatic valve is between 3
and 5 °C below the condensation temperature read on
the scale of the pressure gauge and that the overheating
of the vapour at the exit of the evaporator is equal to
approximately 5-8 °C.

 Type of oil recommended with COPELAND compressors

Type of oil recommended with MANEUROP compressors

Type of oil recommended with SANYO compressors

)liolareniM(22R SG3osinuS 23FWocaxeT MKshcuF
)EOP(C704R cc22citcrALAEliboM S23LRETARAKMEICI

)liolareniM(22R 23OSI/lareniM-P061poruenaM
)EOP(C704R ZS061poruenaM

)liolareniM(22R T65-YAS
)EVP(C704R S86VF
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Connection for water cooled units
WARNING!  The laying of the lines and hydraulic
connections must only be carried out by a
qualified plumber.

WARNING! The chilled water must contain a
percentage of ethylene glycol (of the passive
type, which is therefore not corrosive) according
to the minimal external temperature predicted
(see the table below).

If the water temperature falls to below the dew point of the air
conditioner, isolate the piping with closed cell material (e.g.:
Armaflex or equivalent) to avoid condensation; the isolation
must allow the accessibility of the valves and the three piece
joints. Seal the piping holes through the base of the conditioner
to avoid a bypass of air.

WARNING!  The water cooled pressure must not
be above 6 bar.

locylgenelyhtefoegatnecreP %01 %02 %03 %04 %05

erutarepmetgnizeerF C°4- C°01- C°71- C°52- C°73-

If the temperature of the chilled water  is not checked it may
fall to under 25°C, therefore it is necessary to use a
pressostatic valve (available as an optional) for each
condenser; in this case the pressure of the supply must not
be less then 200 kPa (2 bar).

WARNING! Do not use chilled water with an
evaporating tower because the condensers will
quickly become encrusted with limescale.

The condenser must be connected to the chilled water
distribution network, paying attention to the direction of the
water inlet and outlet.
The condensers are supplied by water pumped in a closed
circuit and chilled by external refrigerators; check that the
section of piping and the characteristics of the circulation
pump are suitable: an insufficient flow of water can have a
negative effect on the capacity of the conditioner.
The chilled water temperature must be checked to ensure
that it does not fall to below 25°C,  preferably according to
the plan indicated in the figure.
The microprocessor control system is predisposed for
measuring the temperature of the water using probes  (A)
and modulating the servomotor of the valve (B) or by driving
the fans (C) of the external refrigerators.

1150
1160

1270
1290
1201
1211
1231
1141
1241

2270
2290
2201
2211
2231
2241
2261
2281

telniresnednocretaW "1 "4/1.1 "4/1.1x2

resnednocretaW
teltuo "1 "4/1.1 "4/1.1x2

Table of condenser fitting dimensions

 

B

C

A

≥ 25 °C

Once the connections have been made to the hydraulic circuit,
the system can be filled.
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MANUAL START UP AND SHUT DOWN OF
THE UNIT

WARNING! Check that the refrigerant circuit has
been filled.

To start up the unit, carry out the following procedure:
• open the door of the electrical panel and the front
       panels;
• position the automatic switch of the auxiliary circuit to

"I" (on);
• position all of the automatic switches on the electrical

board to "I" (on);

• fuel the unit by positioning the main switch
       to  "I" (on);

D5

• check that both of the led RSF sequence phases (D8)
are lit up; the green led indicates that the power is on,
the yellow led indicates that the phase sequence is
correct. In the event of incorrect phase sequence, invert
2 of the 3 phases of power supply following the
instructions indicated in the paragraph "electrical
connections" and return to the start up procedure;

D8

L1 L2

LED

LED

L3

12 14 11

WARNING! During prolonged breaks a
spontaneous migration of the refrigerant may
occur in the casing of the compressor, which may
cause foaming of the oil and consequent damage
by the lack of lubrification. It is recommended
that the main switch is not turned off during
weekly breaks.

• wait at least 12 hours before start up so that the oil in
the compressors warms up sufficiently;

• open the shut off valves (I5) of the refrigerating circuits;

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A1

• check that the remote condensers are powered (on air
cooled models);

• check that the external dry coolers are powered and
check the presence of the water flow for condensation
(on water cooled models);

• check that the tracts of siphoned corrugated pipe, both
internal and external to the conditioner, have been filled
with water in the installation phase;

• close the door and the front panels;
• wait for the oil in the compressors to heat (12 hours for

compressors equipped with heaters);
• press the ENTER key (A6) of the user terminal; a sliding

bar and a ventilator icon will appear on the display;

• if an alarm is indicated, consult the user interface manual
UG40;

I5
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Selecting the power supply of the fans
WARNING!  Before establishing the electrical
connection, make sure that the power supply is
off.  Also ensure that it is not possible to
reconnect the power during the operation.

WARNING! In the case of a unit with ducts, the
load loss from the exhaust duct must be less than
100 Pa.

In the following table the voltage levels for each model working
in the standard version are given:

MODELS WITH AN AUTOTRANSFORMER
In the TD*R and TU*R units, the speed of the fan rotation can
be varied by using the ATR transformer (F1).

OFF

To shut down the unit carry out the following procedure:
WARNING! During prolonged breaks a
spontaneous migration of the refrigerant may
occur in the casing of the compressor, which may
cause foaming of the oil and consequent damage
because of the lack of lubrification. It is
recommended that the main switch is not turned
off during weekly breaks.

• on the first screen of the user terminal, press keys  A5
or A7 until the  SWITCH OFF UNIT screen appears;

• press the ENTER key to confirm;
• the following icons will appear

Press the ENTER to confirm

SETTING AND ADJUSTMENT

sledoM V
1160-1150 671

1290-2270-1270
2201-1201-2290 062

2231-1231-2211-1211 052
2261-2241

2481-2281-2471 062

To obtain the required prevalence of the implant, it is possible
to vary the voltage by selecting one of the following levels:
230V - 250V - 260V - 270V - 280V - 290V - 300V - 310V -
320V - 340V - 360V - 380V - 400V.

In the following table the maximum pressure available
(expressed in Pa) for each voltage level of the transformer is
indicated. The values are given for the maximum air flow
(expressed in m3/h).

RA*T
RW*T

1270
2270
1290
2290
1201
2201

1211
2211
1231
2231

2241
2261
2281

m[AF 3 ]=h/ 0818 01711 00651
V aP aP aP

032 0 0 0
052 0 31 0
062 42 34 11
072 05 27 04
082 57 201 07
092 101 131 99
003 721 061 921
013 251 091 851
023 871 912 881
043 922 872 742
063 082 733 503
083 233 693 463
004 383 554 324

After having selected the voltage level,
  carry out the connection in the following
  way:
• with the unit turned off, open the front

panels and the door of the  electrical
panel and the internal protection
panels;

• select the supply voltage by
positioning the main switch to "0"
(D5);

• following the diagram found here on
the side (ATR digaram), connect the
two electric wires which come from
the fans or from the connector block,
identified with V43 and W43 to the
corresponding clamps of the ATR
transformer.

F1
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Setting the regulation and safety devices
 After starting up the unit, set the following set points (see
the microprocessor control manual):
• Room temperature (cooling and heating set point);
• Relative room humidity (humidification and

dehumidification set point);
• Dirty filter differential pressure switch: see paragraph

"Setting the dirty filter sensor".
The settings of the safety devices must not be modified.

edoC noitpircseD gninepO laitnereffiD tes-eR

2PA-1PA erusserphgiH
hctiws

rab5.62
)gninepo( - launaM

teseR

RST
ytefaS

T(tatsomreht
)Hdna

C°023
)gninepo( - launaM

teseR

SV evlavytefaS rab92 - -

Maximum and minimum water temperatures
The maximum and minimum water temperatures for chilled
water circuits and for hot water re-heat circuits are: 5°C ÷
90°C.
The accepted maximum amount of ethylene glycol is  50%.

Setting the pressostatic valve (optional on
chilled water cooled models only)
The pressostatic valve, by controlling the water flow, prevents
the condensing pressure falling too low and at the same time
minimises water consumption. When necessary, set the
pressostatic valve by turning the regulation knob (the pressure
increases when turning it clockwise) until the condensation
pressure stabilizes to recommended value of 17 bar (equivalent
to a saturation temperature of approximately 45 °C in the
case of R22) checking the pressure with a gauge fitted to the
pressure tapping of the compressor discharge valve.

VA*T
VW*T

1270
2270
1290
2290
1201
2201

1211
2211
1231
2231

2241
2261
2281

m[AF 3 ]=h/ 0228 02321 03061
% aP aP aP
05 0 0 0
55 0 0 0
06 0 0 0
56 0 92 0
07 02 301 0
57 101 081 26
08 391 262 351
58 782 743 642
09 383 634 143
59 284 035 934
001 285 026 535

MODELS WITH A PHASE CONTROL VOLTAGE
REGULATOR
To obtain the required prevalence of the implant in models
with a phase control voltage regulator, it is possible to vary
the voltage percentage through the use of the user terminal
(A).
To select the voltage percentage to be applied, carry out
the following procedures:
• on the user terminal press the PRG button;
• using the UP or DOWN key select SERVICE MENU

and confirm using the ENTER key;
• enter the password (see the envelope attached to the

manual);
• using the UP or DOWN key select HARDWARE

SETTING and confirm using the ENTER key;
• using the UP or DOWN key select EVAPORATING FAN

and confirm using the ENTER key;
• set the amount and confirm using the ENTER key.

RA*T
RW*T 1150 1160

m[AF 3 ]=h/ 0475 0475
% aP aP
04 0 0
05 0 0
55 52 52
06 46 46
07 921 921
08 651 651
09 471 471
001 091 091

In the following table the maximum pressure available
(expressed in Pa) for each voltage level of the transformer is
indicated. The values are given for the maximum air flow
(expressed in m3/h).
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Setting the air flow sensor
The FS differential pressure switch intervenes if the fan (or
one of the fans) stops working.
The factory set point of the FS differential pressure switch is
at 0.5 mbar (= 50Pa).
As the difference in pressure between the suction and
discharge of the fans depends on the air flow, it may be
necessary to calibrate the instruments after installation,
checking that the contact closes when the fans are in
operation.
To set the FS pressure switch, carry out the following proce-
dure:
• simulate a fan fault by stopping a fan; check that the

pressure switch intervenes;
• if the pressure switch does not intervene, gradually

increase the setting until the pressure switch switches
off:
- using an adjustment screw, set the differential pressure
switch on a scale (from 0.5 to 4.0 mbar - from  50 to 400
Pa).

MAINTANENCE
Weekly checks
Carry out the following checks weekly:
• check that the room conditions on the control panel

display are normal;
• check the refrigerant charge and make sure that no gas

bubbles are present in the flow sight glass  (the presence
of a few bubbles is, however, normal);

• check that the noise level emitted by the compressor
and by the fans is normal;

• check that the air filters are not clogged; clean or change
the filters when the relative alarm comes on (see
paragraph "Cleaning and replacing the filters");

• check the supply voltage.

Monthly checks
Carry out the following checks monthly:
• check that the cylinder and the feed and drain valves of

the humidifier are not clogged (if present); replace the
cylinder when the relative alarm comes on (see the
microprocessor control manual);

• check the water flow of the condensate to the main drain
is  free;

• check that the remote condensers or dry-coolers are
not clogged, removing any foreign objects (leaves, seeds,
dust) with a blast of compressed air.

Annual checks
• check that the evaporating and condensing pressure and

saturation temperatures are correct;
• check that the electrical terminals are tightened and in

good condition;
• check that the ethylene glycol level is correct (chilled

water cooled units).

Cleaning and repalcing the filters
To clean and replace the filters carry out the following
procedures:
• open the front panels of the machine;
• remove the filter blocking supports;

Setting the dirty filter sensors
The PFS differential pressure switch is set according to the
loss of load dependent on the dirt inside the filters and the air
flow.
The PFS differential pressure switch must be set at 3 mbar
(=300 Pa).
To set the PFS pressure switch, carry out the following pro-
cedure:
• gradually cover the surface of the air filter and check

that the pressure switch intervenes when the filter is about
50-60 % covered;

• if the pressure switch does not intervene, gradually lower
the setting, if it cuts in too soon, increase the setting:
-  using a star screw driver turn the regulation screws of
the pressure switch to the desired value.

• remove the filters checking the direction of the air flow
indicated on the label of each filter;

• clean them using a blast of compressed air or replace
them;

• reposition the filters in the unit checking the direction of
the air flow which was previously noted;

• reposition the filter blocking supports.
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Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting is made easier by the indications on the control panel display: when an alarm signal is displayed, consult
the control panel instruction manual.  If necessary, call the nearest Service Centre describing the nature of the fault and its
possible cause displayed on the control.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
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HUMIDITY CONTROL

FANS

ELECTRIC HEATER

MELBORP ESUACELBISSOP NOITCAEVITCERROC/KCEHC
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REFRIGERANT CIRCUIT
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COMPRESSORS
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LEONARDO EVOLUTION - CHILLED WATER
Technical characteristics
CHILLED WATER UNITS WITH BACKWARD CURVED BLADE FANS

RCUT-RCDTledoM A0021 A0071 A0002 A0052
thgieH mm 0691 0691 0691 0691

htdiW mm 0131 1271 2712 2712
htpeD mm 568 568 568 568

thgieW gk 413 593 344 854
wolfriA m3 h/ 02401 02941 08681 08681

erusserpcitatslanretxE aP 02 02 02 02
)*(yticapacgnilooclatoT Wk 6,34 2,75 3,96 6,78

)*(yticapacgniloocelbisneS Wk 4,14 1,55 0,76 5,18
)*(wolfretawdellihC h/l 0157 0669 05911 09051

)**(yticapacgnilooclatoT Wk 2,13 8,63 8,74 8,16
)**(yticapacgniloocelbisneS Wk 6,03 8,63 8,74 3,06

)**(wolfretawdellihC h/l 0735 0436 0428 05601
egatlovylppuscirtcelE V zH05/N+hp3/V004

RCUT-RCDTledoM B006 B007 A006 A007 A0001
thgieH mm 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691

htdiW mm 0101 0101 0101 0101 0131
htpeD mm 057 057 057 057 568

thgieW gk 012 022 012 022 603
wolfriA m3 h/ 0995 0606 0995 0606 00201

erusserpcitatslanretxE aP 02 02 02 02 02
)*(yticapacgnilooclatoT Wk 7,32 72 7,32 0,72 9,33

)*(yticapacgniloocelbisneS Wk 7,22 4,52 7,22 4,52 2,33
)*(wolfretawdellihC h/l 0804 6464 0804 6464 0585

)**(yticapacgnilooclatoT Wk 4,61 8,81 4,61 8,81 0,62
)**(yticapacgniloocelbisneS Wk 4,61 6,81 4,61 6,81 5,52

)**(wolfretawdellihC h/l 0382 0423 0382 0423 0844
egatlovylppuscirtcelE V zH05/N+hp3/V004 zH05/N+hp3/V004

(*) Based on 24°C@50% air temperature, ESP=20Pa, chilled water 7/12°C, ethylene glycol 0%
(**) Based on 24°C@50% air temperature, ESP=20Pa, chilled water 10/15°C, ethylene glycol 0%
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CW CHILLED WATER UNITS
The CW uses the availability of chilled water to control the room conditions.
This version of LEONARDO has a relatively simple construction and
gives outstanding reliability.
The microprocessor controls the modulating action of the 3 way (or op-
tional 2 way) chilled water valve to give accurate control.
Careful sizing of the heat exchanger coils allows a high sensible to total
cooling ratio under most operating conditions.

Operating description

VCUT-VCDTledoM A0001 A0021 A0071 A0002 A0052
thgieH mm 0691 0691 0691 0691 0691

htdiW mm 0131 0131 1271 2712 2712
htpeD mm 568 568 568 568 568

thgieW gk 603 413 593 344 854
wolfriA m3 h/ 00001 00001 00041 08681 08881

erusserpcitatslanretxE aP 02 02 02 02 02
)*(yticapacgnilooclatoT Wk 4,33 2,24 1,95 3,96 4,88

)*(yticapacgniloocelbisneS Wk 7,23 0,04 7,75 0,76 2,28
)*(wolfretawdellihC h/l 0575 0727 0129 05911 03251

)**(yticapacgnilooclatoT Wk 3,22 0,92 1,53 8,74 3,26
)**(yticapacgniloocelbisneS Wk 3,22 0,92 1,53 8,74 8,06

)**(wolfretawdellihC h/l 0244 0994 0606 0428 04701
egatlovylppuscirtcelE V zH05/N+hp3/V004

CHILLED WATER UNITS WITH EC BACKWARD CURVED BLADE FANS

(*) Based on 24°C@50% air temperature, ESP=20Pa, chilled water 7/12°C, ethylene glycol 0%
(**) Based on 24°C@50% air temperature, ESP=20Pa, chilled water 10/15°C, ethylene glycol 0%
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Name and description of the principle components

A

D

B

C

E

F

G

Description of the components
A - User terminal
Allows the unit to be turned on or off and the configuration
and visualization of the condition of the machine.
• A1 LCD Display
• A2 ALARM key: visualisation and re-set of alarms;  when

the alarm is activated, it flashes red.
• A3 PRG key : access to the configuration menu
• A4 ESC key : exit from the screens
• A5 UP key : scroll through the menu
• A6 ENTER key :  confirm
• A7 DOWN key: scroll through the menu

A  User terminal
B  Electrical panel door
C  Cover panels
D  Electrical panel
E  Filters
F  Fans
G Chilled water valve

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A1

B - Electrical panel door
Allows access to the electrical panel of the machine
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G - Chilled water valve
• G1 Servomotor
• G2 Manual control knob
• G3 Valve stem

H - Cooling coil

C - Cover panels
Allow access to the internal components of the machine.

E - Filters
Filter the air released into the environment

D5

D1

D2

D3

D6

D4

F - Fans
Allow the diffusion of air into the room
• F1 ATR Transformer:  allows the setting of the fan rotation

speed of the TD*R and TU*R units.

D - Electric panel
• D1 Magnetothermic

- auxiliary
- heater (optional)
- humidifier (optional)
- fans

• D2 Interface board
• D3 Dirty filter sensor
• D4 Air flow sensor
• D5 Main switch
• D6 Terminal board
• D7A Input/output electrical supply cables
• D7B Input/output electrical auxiliary cables
• D7C Input/output signal cables (RS485 and/or LAN)

E

H1

F
F1

G1

G2

G

G3

D7A

D7B

D7C


